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) 65- 
sium . 1 
re is to give a brief survey of the 
ension theory since 1966, vhen the Second Topology 
lace in Prague. The prefsent kcture may be regar 
on of my previous lecture [ ZS] for the Prague Sym 
A general trend of dtiension theory is ,that more and more effo 
are made to develop dimension theory for non-metr 
interesting results are coming out on spec 
is is no wondc :r since we do not ,yet have a satisfactory dimen- 
sion theory for non-metrizable spaces whik it is more than fifteen 
years since a satisfacto dimension theory was established for metric 
spaces by Morita and others. 
eory :riza aces 
s to me thai there are a few different approaf:hes to this as- 
pect of problem ne approach i:: to extend basic theo 
class of spaces for dimension theory an 
dass. There are also various att-opts ta rind out new nice 
a 
imXX YGd ;rn ease that 
act, ~lormal, and Y is metric:. 
is perfectly normal, and Y is metric, then the theorem holds. 
may be the best product theorem ever known in casi’: chat 
Y is metric, 
y conjectnre, dim X X Y G dim X + dim Y for every parac:am 
aces (see [ M] ) r,’ an Y, which was p 
ure [ 281 is still unan ered. Recently, 
that the conjecture is true if dim X = 0. He also poiil 
conjecture is tr-zre, then the product theorem is true for every (ilot nec- 
essarily paracompact but Tych M-spaces X an:d Y provided 
understand im in the sense of t&v (! o, dirxl X is the covering 
~rn~~sio~ f t tificatisn &$Tj Thus he raise 
ossibihty that the product theorem might be true For any Tyc=honoff 
spaces. 
As for P;ad, K. Nagami 125 a proved 
nd X x )I’ :< l[nd =t Ind Y in case that 
3 md X X Y is hereditarriy para 
seen in this theorem, ealing with Ind is that we 
a restrictive condition racompactness which is 
qot necessarily satisfied ev es. It is not known if 
* Ind Y is true for any compact spaces X arn5 Y, But 
et {F&a 64) be tally @suntaB. le,closed covering of 
y paracompact space with .iEnd F& G 12, Q ES rQ. Then 
IndXG n. 
PC. Nagami [25] proved 
re totally normal space domtirated5- by a closed cov- 
er of ndk;‘,<rz,arEA, thenIndX<n. 
Probably the most remarkable achievement in dimensi.on theory for 
non-mctrizable spaces ince I966 is the result of V.Filippov which 
settled the long unsolved question of P. Alexandroff: 
lnd X = ind X6 for compact space X? 
A neg xtive answer has been long expected to this question thou%gh pcrsi- 
tive results were obtained in some special cases, For extinple, I. Lifanov 
[ 2 11 proved 
dimX=indX=IndXifX= :I1 Xi for compact spaces 
Xi ’ th IndXi= 1. 
Enally, V. Filippov [ 101 cons2ructed a clampact space X with 
ind ,Y = 2, ind X = 3. 
Let us tak.e a break here to review the recent great development in 
general topo!ogy. After the brilliant era of great pioneers like Tycho 
rysoh.n, Alexandroff, Kuratowski, Tech, elic. there was a period 
of drjldrums jn general topology until A.M. Stone’s fam,ous paper on 
ci space appeared in 1948 (see [ 291); since then many 
ing results followed in rapid succession f.0 m;&rk (IE new era o 
” See 127 ] . Generally we mean by a sum theorem a theorem in dimension theo -y of the 
following form: Given a closed cover of X satisfying a condition P and 
dimension CZ fl , then dimension of X GM. Y may be countaMity, local 
abili+y (each point off X a neighborhood which intersects at most 4 
of the novel), etc,; the fi case provides us with the most basic form 
’ In 0thr:r words, X has the weak topology with res 
6 
ind X denotes the smaU uctive dimension of A?. 
68 
artial settlem.ent of owker’s proble ust to name a few. 
ment in the last few years is especi~~lly re able; nderso 
space is homeomorp c to rthe countable product 
oy c;onstructed a metric space whose ixld differs fro 
enderson settled the long unsolved Tumar z’s problem [ 131, Ar- 
hangelskii showed every first countable c* 11 *gcict space has a chrdinality 
of at most c to solve Alexandroff’s probk, ,. *! 1, and now Fihppov has 
come out to settle another famous p ~A’en-+ af Akxandroff. Reviewing 
the development, we now realize that 1948 at turning point to 
ern general topology and that we are now gt tting into the most ac- 
tive era in the history of general topology. 
Since ind and Ind are now known to di%Ik - -ell for metric spaces ar:d 
wmpact spaces, the next question is ‘when d.~ .ht:y coincide?’ .K. Morita 
proved the coincidence for metric spaces with tk star-finite property. 
atsu 161 ex tended is result to totally normal spaces with the 
star-finite property. B. Fitzpatrick and R. Ford [ 11 extended Morita’s 
result into another direction by Maxing the star-l i$e property. (So the 
next standard step will be !o unifir these two resu to find a larger class 
of spaces for which irmd and 
Nagami [XI consid 
‘class C? of to)ologic 
ten co::ldifions whicAa should be s,atisfied 
aces for a harmonious dimension theory. 
Namely they are five gen pologcal conditions, (A 1) normality of 
. Stxovay. See [42] . Recently the problem was 
functions. If we recall that Ind had piayed a rather minor role until it 
played an important one in the establishment of dimension theory for 
general me4;rzc spaces, we cannot ignore any possibility that a new or 
kss known dimension function might become very important in the fu- 
ture for dimer Gon theory for non-metrizable spaces. For exam:ple, 
.I. Vaughan [ 401 characterized im of metric space as folows: 
eorem. dim X G n if and only if there is a o-closure preserving base 
Cu with dim (&- U) t< 12 - 1 for every &IE % . 
This theorem turns out tp> be the definitilon of a new dimension function 
for M, -spaces, What are properties of this function? What are its rela- 
tions with the other dimension functions? Q.V. Lokucievskii [ 2!3] de- 
fined a new dimension function Ind* as follows: 
(i) Ind* @= -1, 
(ii) Ind* X < yt if and only if for every closed set F, every open nbd 
LJ of F and every finite open cover Cu of X, there is an open iet I/ such 
that F C v C U, and there is a Y with Ind* < y2 - 1 and a %-mapping 
[27] from Bdr k’ontc Y. 
He proved i 
. Ind* X = dim X.for every normal space X. 
This theorem Is interesting because it shows that we may use 
ed dimension Ind* ,x in place of dim X, As is well 
d X even for a compact space X, I0 and 
aching dimension theory for non-me&r 
9 As for dimension theory in general spaces, P.A. Ostrand also has obtainqd goo 
used for metric 
and such that 
eorem. Ind X < Dind X for every normal space 
Dind X < Iwd X for every perfectly normal space AZ 
KG. Vinokurov [ 11 allso gave an interesting idea to define a new di- 
mension by use of the lattice method. 
There have bee od achievements in this area of study, too. 
. Nislhiura [ 3OJ 
A .real-valued function l’which can take on T 00) on the 
s~par.&le metric spaces is ind if and only if the function fsa- 
tisfies the following conditions: 
slxh that f(Xj = f( Y). 
Zrari.ly small 0 
ry man empty closed. set F in 
:contained in 
odd V of the closed set I: there is 
se of (I), (5, (4): (6’) and 
too, since dim X = Ind X for metric spac:~s, and d&,1 X = ir;dl .,Y for se:p- 
arable metric,: spaces. However, it will be wsr%whiie to try to eliminate 
inductive axioms like (6) or ( 6’) and thus r,hizcte:z ize dim non-induct- 
ively. (Recal: that IS. Menger origina+~2 &vu tire stu-ly c*f axiomatic charac- 
terizations a:lld his suggested 
position.) 
ensiorl an ings 
A. Zarelua 
study. 
[431 obtained tile followi; lig good result in this aspect of 
~~xiom.s di d not rrhi,.lud : any inductive pro- 
. dim Y < dim X + order f - 1 for a closed (finite-to-one], 
mapping f from a normal space X onto a normal space Y. 
his Theorem, when coupled with Skiyarchko’s theorem “dim 
dim y -D- dim f for paracompalct spaces X, Y and a closed mapping f Tr 
to y1’12, e theory c n dimension raising and lowering, c:Imx 
f c;)urse continuous) ma r-gs in quite a good stat 
Arhangelskir [ 5 J obtai c’i little differe eorem o :i- 
emsion raisilng ping as follows: 
et f be a closed mapping fr m a normal space 
= (y6Z YIf’l(y)isn 
+e I 9 where rd T = su 
nother interesti: 
eneralize a previou 
androff s quest 
Let X be a collectionwise normal, or-space and f a closed 
m X onto Y. Sf X is countable-dimensional l3 and Y iS un- 
able-dimensional, then Y, = { y E Y 1 cardinality B r f-‘(y) > N*} 
is uncountable-di.mension;-iil. 
eorem is especially interesting in the sense that it implies useful- 
R Q~~CIPC 4n Aim-3 ;A- +t\***.* t v*--1:-- 
mss oc ~-upb~wl 111 ul~rle:iiSnuir LllCL 1 y. J e rista~~ig dS0 has done very ex- 
tensive and deep study on .-mappings and dimension, but his results will 
be spoken of latez by himself [ 171. 
aces 
roper’Lies of transfinite inductive dimension are generally quite dif- 
ferent from those of finite inductive dimension [ 271. E.g. it fails to 
satisfy the sum theorem in the usual sense even for compazt metric 
spaces, In 1954 GIL l’oulrnin defined shufflkg sums EY t (1 a 
infimunn and supremurn of the ordinals of w+~rd 
by shl~f~ing the two we1 dere3 sets { x 10 < x 6 ty ) an 
:,ds of sum tlleoreni 
dau [ 201 extended 
ension. For example, he 
er a, X(ag is t e hrgest hit 
ordinal such that clt = X(Q) + ;v(Q). 
For non-empty X, D(X) = t e smallest ordinal number j3 such that 
(i) each A, is a closed set with a finite In&. 
(ii) for each 6, u { A, 16 G a < y } is closed, 
(iii) X(p) = 7, and n(P) = Ind A, (if A, = 8: then define n(P) = 0) 
for each x E X, there is a largest 6 such that x E A,. 
Ir there is no such & then D(X) = A. 1 
After making a convention on the extra symbol A, he proved many re- 
sults on the new sransfinite dimension of metri(L; spaces. In the followin 
are solme CC the eispecially interesting ones. 
rem. 1. If either I”nd X or D(X) is finite, then they are eoual. 
(Y) G D(X) if Y C X. 
3. It‘X = F U G for closed sets F and G, then D(.E’U C) = ma&., +(Z), 
DG) 1 l
4. D(X X Y) G D(X) + D(Y), where + is the usual sum. 
5. If X is complete and separable, then it is the countal&. sum of fi- 
nite dimensional cio subsets I4 if and only if DVI) is an cjrdinina;! nu 
ber (n<amely D(X) # 
6. If Ind X exists, 
7. I. S X is compact and if Ind X does not exist, then 
etween a simple di 
eorems and simple theorems Iwith a difficult definitive 
endmml [ 15 made ans*the~ guod contribution to the theory of 
infinite dimensional spazes by extend. g the chit 
no s of essential 
ductive dimension (in the ust%aB sense) 
J,H. Roberts and his school are continuing their study of metric 
pendent dimension functions which, unlike the dimension functions 
mentioned in the section 1, are not topo2agkal invariant in general bllt 
defined by a!~ of the metric function. One of the most remark&e re- 
sults in this area is due to J.H. Roberts [35]. 
for every metric: s ace X, where d, is 
defineldl as follows: d#, (3 = -1,d,(X)<nifandonlyifforanyn+! 
pairs of closed sets (ci, Cy:>‘, i = cP ‘..., n + i, with g(Ci, (7;) > 0, le there 
are closed sets Bi, i = 1, . . . . 
ni”,+llBd =$!I. 
n + 1 which separate Ci ant_! Ci, and 
Since d,X < x is known I’, Robert’s thi*orem is an extension 
of Kat&.ov’s famous theorem, 2pdLn X 2 dim X* I hope that proper- 
ties of each of the metric dependent dimension functions, d;, , d,, etc. 
are further studied, to confirm the importance of this aspect: of dimen- 
sion theory. 
J.M. Aarts [ 1 j defined Icd Z G R kttink Irid X = -I for every toyo- 
logically complete space X, ayld using induction, as we define Ind X. 
He proved 
eorem. A metric space X has Icd X G y1 if and only if it has a topo- 
logicafly complete extension Y such that Hnd (Y - X) G ra. 
It is hoped that this may stimulate the study of the still unsolved ques- 
tion of de Groat about eomg h%W *
As mentioned in ref. Sundaresan’s lecture 139;) 1v.T. Peck [34] was 





Y emotes metric 
. Fletcher, Slover [ 12 ] worked in a fiel 
where between dimension theory and general topology (in a narroyv 
ace X is called bounded@ puracom~ct if for each open cov- 
there is a positive integer rj (dependent on ctt’ ) such that ctr 
has a locally finite open refinement of order G M. It is not known yet 
how important such spaces are, but the way in which the boun ‘redly 
paracom a p ct spaces are character&zed is mteresting- Narn~!ly they provizid 
eorem. If X 3s boundedly paracomgact, hen precisely one oj’ thg: 
(i) X is finite-dimensional, where dimension means covering d 
sion. 
(ii) X is non-empty, compact and infinite-diment;ional ateach point. 
(iii) X = A LJ B; where A is non-empty and compact, X is infinilte-di- 
mensional at each point of A, B is nonempty and finite-dimensicinal, 
and X is finite dimensional at each point of B. 
(iv) X = A u (Ui=,A,); where A is nun-emplty and compact, and A’ 
is infinite-dimens onal at e:ach point of A; A, is non-empty for infinite- 
ly many n, and for each 12 such that An # 8, X is Pz-dimensional at each 
point of A, ; Ul=, A, is infinite-dimensional, and ary point sequcxe 
{q} such that xi E A,. for a subsequence (ni) of {O, 1,2, . ..) satisfies 
,xf) n A # (0. 
1 
Conversely, if X Js a hereditarily paracompact space and satisfies one o 
e four conditions, then it is toundeclly parac0mpac.L 
arackrized as a sum of two different 
sets. I also cha ;=terized tvventy years ago a m 
ctions are ~inifo~ly continuous as a su 
H
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